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Last Track Event of 2020
by STEVE BAUN, Track Chairman

T

his is the Annual VRG Turkey Bowl Event, where we rent the
Sunday afternoon from the VRG Group for a few hours with
open track sessions. The format is invitation only, advanced to
race driving skills in an open format where Respect &
Responsibility is #1, which results in a fun, safe afternoon. This year
was just that!
The day brought overcast skies but good temps in the mid 60’s.
Once the tech/safety talk was completed, out we went.
The machines this year were the most diverse ever. Closed wheel
and open wheel. Imagine the following: Porsche 911 Turbo, GT3,
GT4, 981S, Camaro, several C7 Corvettes in Grand Sport’s and ZO6’s,

Ford Focus RS, Ferrari F8, Ford BOSS, F1000, West WR-1000,
Dallera Indy Light.
Along with the diversity in machines we had a variety of drivers as
well. Put all of these on the track at the same time was amazing,
awesome, and fun.
As everyone followed the R & R (respect and responsible)
guidelines, we enjoyed a very safe event!
At the end of the day and the sun set quickly. Friendships, fun and
excitement will carry us all until 2021 track days. I believe Covid will
be shrinking till it’s gone, tracks will be ready, as will this crew of
drivers. Well done guys! Until next time, have a great Christmas and
Holiday Season!
To learn more about Track and Driver Ed, email me at
sbturbo@aol.com

2020 Holiday Party Update
by TERI HOLLWAY, Event Organizer

W

e regret to inform the Central PA PCA membership that the
2020 Region Holiday Party, originally scheduled for
January 2021, has been cancelled due to COVID-19
restrictions.
We were all-systems-go as late as October, when it seemed like we
were over the COVID hump and the lockdowns might be lifted.

However, with lockdowns being re-implemented and severe
restrictions on how many people can be together, and no prospect of
those restrictions being lifted until spring, any holiday party we could
have conducted would have been a poor substitute for past events.
It was decided to save the expense and possibly put the money
toward a social event later in the year, possibly as early as spring
pending any changes from the PA Department of Health. Keep an eye
on the Sprecher and website for updates.

Online at www.cpa-pca.org/sprecher
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by STEVE LIMBERT
CPA-PCA President

O

nce again mother nature paid
Central Pennsylvania a very
white visit last week and while I
can appreciate my ski buddies’
excitement, my back is still sore from
shoveling. Yeah, that’s on me because my
“old” snowblower that has not run for the
last couple years just wouldn’t start. This
could take me down the path of just how
bad our pump gas has impacted our small
utility engines, but that can be the subject
of another message.
Since this last year was so bizarre and
impacted our club at almost every level
I’ve made an executive decision not to
celebrate a member or family of the year.
At our “Holiday” party we have always
rallied around those folks that have
excelled by improving our club to yet
higher levels of greatness, but with our
“Holiday” party now on hold, that also
factored in my decision.
I can point out that during 2020 we did
have several people step up to leadership
positions that will enhance our club
greatly. Two outstanding individuals that
come to mind are Bev Martel who has
taken the reins as our new Tech chair, and
Rick Newman, now our Autocross Chair.
Both have displayed a new sense of
direction in those areas plus true
leadership going forward.
In the past January has always been the
early signal that the Sun is coming up on
yet another year of motor racing, and
being an optimist I can still pray. It does
look like the 24 Hours of Daytona is still
on for the last weekend of January.
Traveling down to the “sunshine” state
always has proven interesting at the
number of friends that one is likely to
encounter just hanging out watching this
awesome event!
With now developing vaccines from
major pharmaceutical companies I’m
hopeful that we all will be getting our
lives back to a more normalcy that we
have enjoyed in the past!
Please join me and fellow members
wishing everyone the Merriest of
Christmases and the very best New Years
going forward!
With warmest regards to all as always!
TRAVEL SAFE.
Steve

767 total. PCA National has 136,372
members.
Autocross: Chairman Rick Newman was
absent but sent a report. We anticipate four
events next year.
Charity: Chairman Don Moore reported that
all members who went to the graduation of
Trooper, our charity service dog, got souvenir
booklets. An article on the event will appear
next month in Porsche Panorama.
Safety: Chairman Paul Hess had no events to
(Unofficial minutes - subject to E-Board
certify.
additions and/or corrections and approval.)
Social: Holiday Party organizer Teri Hollway
was absent. Due to further COVID-19
restrictions, the Holiday Party is cancelled.
ecember 1st, 2020
We will contact the DJ and other vendors
Opening: President Steve Limbert
about rescheduling in the spring, date to be
called the meeting to order at
determined.
6:59PM. Secretary Don Hollway
Swap
Meet: Chairman Baun brought a copy of
confirmed we had a quorum. The Board was
the
contract
for our approval. A meeting of
asked to stay five minutes after the meeting to
the
Swap
Committee
will take place later this
discuss the Swap Meet contract with Carlisle
month.
COVID-19
still
introduces many
Fairgrounds. Introductions were made all
variables,
but
Carlisle
Fairgrounds
is forging
around.
ahead
with
all
events.
Minutes: Minutes, as available online, were
Driver Education: Chairman Baun reported
approved.
the most recent event was well attended and
Newsletter/Website: Editor/Webmeister Don
run.
Hollway accepted votes for the 2021
Tech:
Chairperson Bev Martel had no report.
Executive Board election, making it valid.
Old Business: Director Al Peinhardt gave a
He expects an article from Driver Ed
Chairman Steve Baun about the recent event statement regarding his last meeting as a
director.
at Summit Point.
New Business: Pres. Limbert suggested we get
Treasurer: C.J. Crawford reported we are
a post office box to receive official club mail.
down from last year, however, Sprecher
He will have a report for us next meeting.
expenses are also down to all-digital
Meeting Adjourned: At 7:34pm.
delivery, and social expenses are down as
Next Meeting: January 5th, 2021. Social at
well due to members paying for their own
6:00pm, business at 7:00pm.
meals at meetings. Autocross is showing a
All members are encouraged to attend these
profit.
meetings.
Membership: Chairman Rick Geiner was
Respectfully Submitted,
absent but sent his report. We have 476
primary members, up six from last month, Don Hollway, Secretary

by DON HOLLWAY
CPA-PCA Secretary

D
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Central PA PCA Executive Board 2021
President: Steve Limbert (717) 432-4116............................................................................................................................................snl6gt@gmail.com
Vice-President: Gary Witmer (717) 823-3583..........................................................................................................................garywitmer1@gmail.com
Secretary: Don Hollway (717) 940-3279...................................................................................................................................webmeister@cpa-pca.org
Treasurer: C.J. Crawford (717) 919-9084....................................................................................................................................treasurer@cpa-pca.org

Committee Chairs
Swap: Steve Baun (717) 462-0673............................................................................................................................................................sbturbo@aol.com
Autocross: Rick Newman (215) 801-1268..................................................................................................................newms911@comcast.net
Driver Ed: Steve Baun (717) 462-0673....................................................................................................................................................sbturbo@aol.com
Tech: Bev Martel (717) 270-7185.................................................................................................................................................................... .bam@lmf.net
Membership: Rick Geiner (717) 629-7129.................................................................................................................................rgeiner@sagetechs.com
Safety: Paul Hess (717) 821-7227....................................................................................................................................................pmh_mts@yahoo.com
Charity: Don Moore (717) 721-9212.................................................................................................................................dmoorehome@windstream.net
Sprecher Editor/Webmeister: Don Hollway (717) 940-3279.............................................................................................. .webmeister@cpa-pca.org
Cars & Coffee: Rick Geiner (717) 629-7129............................................................................................................................. .rgeiner@sagetechs.com

VIPs
Past President: Eric Brubaker (717) 572-2567.....................................................................................................................ebrubaker.35@gmail.com
Directors: Steve Baun (717) 462-0673..................................................................................................................................................sbturbo@aol.com
PCA Zone

Rick Geiner (717) 629-7129.....................................................................................................................................rgeiner@sagetechs.com
Bev Martel (717) 270-7185..........................................................................................................................................................bam@lmf.net
Kevin Robinson (717) 343-2751......................................................................................................................................f1nutcase@aol.com
2 Representative: Rose Ann Novotnak, Pocono Region (570) 401-3722..................................................................zone2rep@pca.org

2019 Member of the Year:

2019 Driver of the Year:

Mike McNulty

Rick Newman

Der Porsche Sprecher is the monthly publication of the Central Pennsylvania Region Porsche Club of America. Material must be received no later than the second Tuesday of each month for
publication in the next issue. Contributions will be published on a space-available basis. Der Porsche Sprecher reserves the right to edit for space and content. Statements appearing in der Porsche
Sprecher are not necessarily those of the Executive Board or of the oficers of the Central Pennsylvania Region of the PCA. Permission to reprint material herein is granted provided full credit is given
to der Porsche Sprecher and to the author. Central PA PCA is not responsible for any services or manufacturers advertised herein.

• Porsche parts • Porsche people • Porsche paraphernalia • and Porsche cars...
more Porsches in one place at one time than anywhere else on the planet -- including Stuttgart.

45th Annual Central PA PCA Porsche-Only
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MAWR ROAD
CARLISLE PA 17013
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MAY 1ST, 2021 • cpa-pca.org/swap
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New Porsche
Parking App
Internet sources

W

hen time is short, every little way
to make life a tiny bit easier helps
– which is where a new app from
Porsche comes in. Expanding
upon its new mobility offerings, Porsche Cars
North America, Inc. (PCNA) today introduced
Porsche Parking Plus, an app designed to
simplify the parking experience. Available on
Apple and Android devices, the app offers
users a quick and easy way to find parking –
by comparing prices, compiling parking
recommendations based on Porsche customer
feedback, as well as offering contactless
advanced parking reservations at thousands of
locations across the US. The app is also
configured with search functionality by
vehicle model type and parking facility
features.
Kjell Gruner, President & CEO of PCNA
said: “We want to give our customers a unique
ownership experience. Now, Parking Plus
users will have a much smoother parking
experience running a quick errand or enjoying
a night on the town.”
To access Porsche Parking Plus, customers
and others can download the app to create an
account with their name, email, phone
number, vehicle type and license plate
number. Once an account is created, users can
search for preferred parking by entering either
their destination’s address, location or an
event name (for example, a football game or
night at a concert), followed by the intended
date and time for the reservation.
Users can narrow down parking options by
facility type (i.e., valet, self-park, covered
parking) and facility features (e.g., re-entry,
attended, accessible parking, electric vehicle
charging and on-site security). From there,
search results will display available parking
options, including top-tier facilities based on
user ratings from other Porsche customers. To
complete a reservation, users should select the
parking facility of choice, reserve parking by
credit card, Apple Pay, Google Pay or PayPal
and save the ticket to their smartphone wallet
for future use. Users are also able to save the
parking reservation to their smartphone
calendar and start the navigation to desired
parking location directly from the app.
The technology platform will be managed
by the Chicago-based company, Arrive.
PCNA is the second market to launch the
Porsche Parking Plus app, after Porsche AG
began offering it earlier this year.
For additional information about the app,
visit: http://www.porscheparkingplus.com.

Porsche Digital Develops
Artificial Intelligence For
Noise Detection
Internet sources

P

orsche Digital is expanding its
product portfolio. The digital
assistant “Sounce” offers an
improved ability to detect noise—for
example, during vehicle component tests.
Among other things, the aim is to improve the
development and production of components in
the automotive industry.
The technology, which uses deep learning
methods, can reliably and precisely detect
noise, for example during endurance tests.
This takes the strain off development
engineers in particular, who normally have to
be personally present throughout such tests.
The assistant also makes error documentation
more precise and simplifies root cause
analysis.
Acoustics testing based on artificial
intelligence (AI) increases quality and reduces
costs across a wide range of applications.
The technology can be applied to various
areas. It is conceivable, for example, to use it
in test situations where a large number of

different acoustic signals make analog
analysis via the human ear difficult.
The Industry Solutions division of Porsche
Digital designed and developed the Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) solution together with the
development department of Porsche AG.
Porsche Digital is responsible for operating
the technology.
Following the pilot implementation, the
solution is now offered to external customers.
Inquiries can be made via the website
www.sounce.io.
Porsche Digital is the technology and
digital unit of Porsche AG. Its central task is to
find and scale new digital business models
and optimize existing products. In close
cooperation with Porsche AG, Porsche Digital
uses and evaluates future technologies such as
AI, blockchain and quantum computing,
particularly within the Industry Solutions
business unit. The aim is to digitalize relevant
business processes and make them more
efficient.
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Porsche:
$24 Million
for E-fuels
Internet sources

P

Porsche Builds
Cayenne #1,000,000
Internet sources

P

orsche has built its one millionth
Cayenne, just 18 years after the
controversial SUV was launched. An
SUV may have once been
unthinkable for the iconic sports-car specialist,
however it has been crucial to the brand’s
survival – and financial stability to continue
making high-performance cars.
The landmark vehicle (above) – a GTS
variant in Carmine Red – was built on
Volkswagen Group’s production line in
Bratislava, Slovakia, before being delivered to
a German customer.
The Cayenne was unveiled at the Paris
Motor Show in 2002 and, despite mixed initial
reception, is today recognized as the turning
point in the then-financially-troubled
manufacturer’s pilgrimage to profitability.
Conceived about two decades ago, the
Cayenne—or the “Colorado” project, as it was
internally called—was not exactly
uncontroversial. A brainchild of then CEO
Wendelin Wiedeking, it came after the
company had gone through a whirlwind of
changes. They included killing off the V-8–
powered 989 four-door sedan, switching the
911 to a water-cooled architecture, and
launching the Boxster, which shared a large
number of components with the new 911.
An SUV, critics argued, would take Porsche
far away from its core: building lightweight
sports cars. And it would expose Porsche’s
distribution network to a different set of
buyers, much closer to the mainstream. On the

other hand, the Cayenne would still be a
lifestyle product, stylish and with driving
pleasure as its main purpose.
Ferdinand Piëch saw another upside of the
project. Ever the strategist, he immediately
saw the potential for further derivatives to be
developed for the growing stable of brands in
his empire. Colorado, a joint project of
Porsche and Volkswagen, took shape in the
form of the Cayenne and the VW Touareg. But
a few years later, another derivative was
launched: the Audi Q7. Wiedeking was not too
happy, while Piëch smiled.
The Cayenne almost instantly became
Porsche’s top-selling model, and with its
success it managed to silence many critics.
Ultrafast, with stunning handling heretofore
unknown to SUVs, it was fun to drive and
offered prestige. The profits raked in by the
Cayenne allowed Porsche to keep refining the
911, many critics grudgingly admitted.
Now in its third generation, the Cayenne is
the second best-selling Porsche model in
Australia, with only the smaller Macan SUV
proving more popular.
Early 2019 provided a convincing answer
to those who wondered why the third-gen
Cayenne had remained so conservative:
Porsche launched a new variant, the Cayenne
coupe. Its distinct style and aggressive
roofline carried the Cayenne theme forward in
a convincing manner, while keeping rear-seat
space and luggage room almost identical.
Porsche’s answer to the BMW X6 was late but
great. On to the next million! This time
around, no one will question the concept.

orsche is investing about $24 million
in the development of “e-fuels,”
which officials say is a climateneutral fuel to replace gasoline in
nonelectric vehicles.
“We would like and love cars like the 911
with high-rev combustion engines or
turbocharged engines still as cars you could
drive in the future without having the burden
of a CO2 footprint, an unnecessary CO2
footprint,” Michael Steiner, Porsche’s director
of research and development, said Wednesday
during a virtual media event.
Officials said e-fuels can act like gasoline,
allowing owners of current and classic
vehicles a more environmentally friendly way
to drive. It also could use the same fueling
infrastructure as current fuels rather than
billions in investments for new infrastructure
for electric vehicles.
Porsche announced the investment in
partnership with Siemens’ renewable energy
unit and other international companies such as
energy firm AME and the petroleum company
ENAP from Chile. It includes developing and
implementing a plant in Chile that is expected
to yield the “world’s first integrated,
commercial, industrial-scale plant” for making
synthetic e-fuels.
The pilot project is expected to begin e-fuel
production at the plant as early as 2022.
Porsche is expected to be the primary
customer for the green fuel, starting with use
in vehicles for motorsports and its driving
experience centers.
The plant and process will be powered by
renewable wind energy, a reason why Chile
was chosen for the plant along with “excellent
climate conditions.”
E-fuels are produced by a complex process
using water, hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The
CO2 is filtered from the air and combined
with hydrogen from the water to produce
synthetic methanol, according to officials. The
result is “renewable methanol,” which the
companies say can be converted into gasoline
using an MTG (Methanol to Gasoline)
technology to be licensed and supported by
Exxon Mobil.
The only emissions from the vehicles
would be carbon produced that was initially
pulled from the air to make the synthetic fuel.
The vehicles would still need to use oil to
lubricate the engine.
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Porsche to Le Mans in
2023 with a New Car
Internet sources

A

fter Porsche’s 919 Hybrid won overall
at Le Mans in 2017, the glory was met
monetary struggle. The LMP1 racecar
cost Porsche hundreds of millions of
dollars to run throughout the season despite its
big win at the Circuit de La Sarthe. Even
though the production side of Porsche had
been breaking sales records year after year,
their love for racing caused some extreme
blowback.
Porsche hasn’t raced a prototype at Le
Mans since, as they recover from the 9-figure
bill they ran up in 2017, but now, thanks to the
FIA WEC (World Endurance Championship)
and IMSA WeatherTeach SportsCar
Championships, new rules and regulations are
allowing Porsche to return to Le Mans in the
all-new LMDh class.
The cars within this new class will weigh
1000kg and be powered by a 680 hp hybrid
system. Though they will all put out the same
numbers, the brands in competition will be
able to pick one of four manufacturers to build
their car’s chassis. Each brand will also be
able to pick the engine concept of their fancy
and the design of the body as long as it fits
within the specified rules.
LMDh was introduced for economic
efficiency. They do this by eliminating the
production costs of designing an entire
prototype in-house. Sourcing the parts and
labor to private companies and then giving the
brands their own unique twist will not only
save money but retain the variety of race cars
in the field come race day in 2023.
For the new class, a 40hp KERS (kinetic
energy recovery system) is required to be
installed and functional on all LMDh
prototypes. However, as we said, the
companies will choose their favored engine

Porsche to
Sell Online
Internet sources

I

n the age of the Coronavirus, there are
very few things you can’t do from the
comfort of your home office, which is
now the official synonym for “your
spec and concept to compete. A Porsche
bed.”
We
can order food, talk to friends, go to
engine makes 680 horsepower very differently
work,
and
of course, we can online shop.
from an Audi engine and so on. That is where
Browsing Amazon is dangerous enough for
the cars will most differ other than the body
those who can’t keep their hands away from
each brand chooses.
the “buy now” button, but now you can buy a
The Stuttgart company has shown
extensive interest in the future of automobiles Porsche without even setting foot in the
dealership.
in 3 categories. Porsche wants to represent
Even though this concept isn’t necessarily
their engineering expertise in “fully electric
vehicles, efficient plug-in hybrids and
new, Porsche has taken our current
emotional combustion engines.” After the 919 circumstances as an opportunity to grant more
had its last hoorah at the 2017 running of Le
countries the option to buy their products
Mans, they only had 2 of their core concepts
contact-free. Porsche’s digital sales channel
left: the harmonic GT racecars with gashas now reached full function in 8 new
engines and the all-electric cars in Formula E. countries - Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Italy,
This new LMDh class will put Porsche’s
France as well as in Poland, Slovenia and
“Efficient plug-in hybrids” concept back on
Estonia. The United Kingdom is Porsche’s
the map.
next target.
Porsche AG CEO Oliver Blume is known
Porsche’s digital channel is connected to
for is economic conservatism in the company
every authorized dealer in its respective
which is why his board’s decision landed in
country and presents customers with all their
the new cost-saving LMDh class. Here are his
words: “The new LMDh category allows us to new and used car options straight through
fight for overall victories with a hybrid system their screens. Porsche says that it is committed
at the Le Mans, Daytona and Sebring classics to a completely online and socially distanced
process right up to the actual delivery of a
– without breaking the bank. The project is
customer’s vehicle.
extremely attractive for Porsche. Endurance
A company as intensely followed as
racing is part of our brand’s DNA.”
So far, both Porsche and Audi are the only Porsche has a very long list of returning
customers and dedicated regulars. During the
committed competitors for the 2023 LMDh
pandemic, Porsche knew that many of those
class with Peugeot and Toyota committed to
the LMH class - focused on a more traditional customers would be discouraged from coming
brand-built prototype rather than LMDh’s
back during this insane year, prompting them
cost-cutting measures.
to fast track the development of more online
No affirmative direction has been stated by sales. Luckily for them, 40 percent of all the
Porsche with regards to their choice of
current online customers are first-time
supplier and engine concept, but we can
Porsche buyers, meaning they have so far
expect that the Canadian-based Multimatic is
retained their loyal regulars while also
high on both Porsche and Audi’s list. In terms spawning interest for brand new customers.
of engines, it is suspected that Porsche will
As more online sales feedback is received,
choose a direction like that of the 4.0 Liter
Porsche says they will continue to refine the
twin-turbo V8 that calls the Cayenne’s engine channel for optimized efficiency.
bay home.

As time goes on, car manufacturers have started offering much
more than just automobiles. Porsche has grown a long history of
customer inclusion in its business model from Experience Centres to
its Porsche Design clothing line. In its Chinese market, Porsche just
introduced an additional services feature to the online channel
offering the separate lifestyle products that we mentioned above.
Martin Urschel, the Vice President of Smart Mobility and Digital
Sales at Porsche explains the company’s interest in this new sales
engine: “We have a clear omnichannel strategy – our customers can
move freely from the digital marketplace to stationary retail formats…
We see enormous potential in e-commerce and intend to further
strengthen and expand our worldwide digital business presence in
partnership with the Porsche dealership organisation.”
Porsche aims to spread this channel to even more countries in 2021
with a focus on its used inventory, which makes up 90 percent of all
cars sold through the new digital channel.

Advertise
in der
Sprecher

Where else can you
reach over 400
Porsche owners &
associate members
for so little?

Full Page..........$1000/yr, $100/issue
1/2 Page. . . . . . . ..$500/year, $50/issue
1/4 Page. . . . . . . ..$250/year, $25/issue
1/8 Page. . . . . . . ..$150/year, $15/issue

Over 40 years experience
servicing Porsche and Audi

Specializing in Engine/transmission rebuilds, IMS upgrades, Track
Day tech Inspections, Corner weighting/alignment, Specialized
wheel/tire mounting, Performance upgrades. and general service.

HEISTAND AUTOMOTIVE
734 Conestoga Avenue, Manheim
(717) 665-7100 • heistandauto.com
“All Used
Porsches
were created
equal...some
were just
better loved.”
John Witmer,
Prop.

AIC A UTO
SALES, INC.

Provider of Fine Classic Porsches
Over 40 years experience buying and selling Fine Classic Porsches,
Vintage Porsches, or Porsches in need of restoration...We buy ’em all!

225a Black Road, Quarryville, Pa 17566

717.529.2025 • aicauto.com

1983 944

2004 Carrera 4S Cabrio

1973 914

26,000 original miles! Black/Black

Silver/grey, 40,000 mi.

1.7 with 2.0 pistons and cylinders

1990 944S-2 Cabriolet

1986 911 Cabrio

1995 Turbo S Look Cab

35,000 miles, Mint!

Red/black, Spoilers, 56,000 mi.

50,000 miles, Awesome!

Ho lid a y sp ecia ls a tAuto ha us:
2020 P o rsche M a ca n
$699 /m39 omnto s.h
$6500 d ue a tsigning
Ex clud es ta x ,title,registra tio n,
license fees,insura nce,m a intena nce
a nd d ea lerfees.# P 2073

2020 P o rsche Ta yca n 4 S
$14 99 /m39 omnto s.h
$12,500 d ue a tsigning
Ex clu d es ta x ,title,registra tio n ,
licen se fees,in su ra n ce,m a in ten a n ce
a n d d ea lerfees. Utilizin g P FS
$7 500 ta x cred it.# P 2081

137 3 M a n h eim P ik e
L a n ca ster,P A 17 601
(7 17 ) 299-2801
a u to h a u s.co m /po rsch e

When you make an office equipment
purchase, you are selecting more than
just hardware. At Capital Business
Systems, your purchase marks the
beginning of the relationship, not the
end.
We
are
a
customer-first
organization, deeply committed to
customer service and satisfaction.
Business • Schools • Healthcare • Legal
• As we move into the “New-Normal”, the only thing
we truly know is business will be different.
Change offers an opportunity to improve your
business through new processes and technology
that will help you adapt, stabilize and grow.
• We bring to the table a wealth of services and
products that your business can benefit from.
• Services: Managed Print Service (MPS), IT
services for your net-work, create a net-work,
cloud based, digital technology and more.
• Office devices: printers, multi-function devices,
production equipment, mailing technology.
• Working Remotely: laptops, Chrome books,
hardware, software, IT services

Steve Baun
Senior Account
Executive

Xerox® ConnectKey®
Technology-enabled
smart, secure and
connected Workplace
Assistant, multifunction device.

2708 Commerce Drive
Harrisburg PA 17110

(717) 462-0673 • steve.baun@xerox.com
capitalbusinessinc.com

We pride ourselves on being a one-stop resource for all your
needs. We offer Complete Restorations, Full Auto Service, Car
Upgrades and Car Purchases. We specialize in Porsche 356, 911,
996 and Boxsters. Although, we specialize in German sports cars,
we consider other models to meet your expectations.

Restoration

Performance

Services

• Complete Car Restorations
• Driving Restorations
• Interior Restorations including:
Seats, Door Panels, Headliner,
Carpet and Gauges
• Complete Engine Rebuild
• Fuel Injection Upgrades
• Exterior Restoration

• Transaxle Rebuild and Upgrades
(custom gearing)
• Suspension Packages
• Turbo Upgrades
• Superchargers (factory installer
for Turbo Performance Center)
• Body Upgrades
• Full Factory Service

• Bead Blasting
• Powder Coating
• Head Rebuilding
• Chrome and Plating Service
• In-House Machine Shop
• Chrome and plating service
• Complete Service for Vehicles
• State Inspection and Emissions

Get to know us better . . .
Our team of specialists are trained in the finest restoration techniques and services.
We take pride in providing service to the highest standard. Whether you have a small
project, a full restoration or simply need your car serviced we value your business. Every
project receives estimates and detailed billing. Please visit or call for more info.

Have a project in mind? Give Wes a call at 717-964-3345.
Monteith Restoration & Performance LLC • 856 S. Mt. Pleasant Rd., Lebanon, PA 17042 • 717-964-3345 • wes@monteithrestoration.com

RESTORING EVERY DETAIL

L&M is a private dealer that purchases
cars for special customers...like you.

lmclassiccars.com

We ensure you’ll get a great car (new or old) on any budget. Tell us
your preferences (color, stick, automatic, budget etc.) and we’ll take
care of the rest. Basically, you don’t have to be bothered shopping for
a car. With access to the largest Auto Auction in the world, Manheim
Auto Auction, we bypass traditional dealer markups and pass the
savings on to you.
Ed Price, Auction Buyer • 717-269-2776
info@lmclassiccars.com • @lmclassiccarsshop

Want to stay up-to-date on all the latest PCA and Porsche news?
Subscribe to the club’s weekly email newsletter, e-Brake News, which includes news articles,
exclusive stories, and video from all over the internet.
e-Brake News has a bit of everything, from tech to road tests to motorsports — and you don’t have to be a
PCA member to subscribe! Every Tuesday evening, e-Brake will have the latest on PCA National events and
club programs and entertaining, informative content.
SIGN UP TODAY AND VIEW PAST EDITIONS: pca.org/e-brake-news

